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FLY OF THE MONTH

Continued on next page

Kim�s Surfworm

Hook:    Tiemco 300 (sizes 2-8) (6X Long, 1 X Heavy � streamer hook)
Weight:(optional)wire, barbell eyes, or bullet weights ahead of the fly,

   by choice
Thread: Olive or burgundy
Tail:     Hot orange marabou, 3/4 - full body/hook length (use plenty

    of material for better  action - olive green, red, white, and
    tan tails are also used)

Body:    Medium rootbeer pearl chenille (use �Large� size with #2
   hooks).  Weed guards (optional): 40# fluorocarbon, tied in
   when finishing the head

I also tie a 2-segment surfworm, adding
foam under the body near the tail to float
it off the bottom when pausing my retrieve. 

The two hook/body segments are joined using
olive-brown embroidery thread.

Lucky�s Notes: Kim Z fished the south SD Bay in
the end of March 2009 for the first time. He
reported catching spotted bay bass in the triple
digits as well as 6 bonefish and several croakers.
The surfworm pattern was working when his
Clouser minnow was being ignored. In many cases
he worked the patterns like drop shotting to
keep good contact with the flies as he drifted
with the tide.  Remember Louie Zimm�s tip to
make the flies hit the bottom before the fly line.
The spotted bay bass like to take the patterns
on the drop and you will miss the bite if you have
slack in the line or no direct contact.  When in
doubt set the hook when you think the fly just
hit the bottom. Louie counts the fly drop down
and gives it a strip just for insurance and often
catches the first fish while others let fish spit
out the fly undetected. If you wait for the fish
to jerk your arm off, you will miss many fish.

Clam worms and other marine polycheates live on
the bottom where some are predators on the
clam beds and others eat the rich organic ooze
like earthworms.  You should tie this pattern in

various styles with and without weight.  The light
weight worms will have more action but must still
get to the bottom behind or above a heavy fly or
bullet weight.  The picture shows a worm with just
lead wire wraps for weight.  The photo in Kim�s
fishing report had a worm with heavy barbel eyes
like a Clouser minnow.  Steve Piper reports that
Kim ties the marabou tail in a variety of colors.

Instructions:  Select a long shanked streamer
hook.  The freshwater TMC 300 hook is 6X Long
and 1 X heavy.(It is not stainless steel and will
require a good rinsing and quick drying after use
in salt water or it will rust.)  You could use a 4X
long streamer hook like a TMC 9395. Mount the
long hook in the vise.  Select a lead or lead
subsitute wire about the same diameter as the
hook shank.  Wrap enough turns of lead to cover
the front half of the hook to about 3/16 inch
from the eye.  Save room for a taperd thread
head.  Attach the thread at the rear of the lead
wraps and make a small thread dam.  The trick to
keep the lead coils from spreading with the
thread wraps is to loosely spiral wrap to the front
of the lead and make another thread dam.  Then
you can make a thread cocoon over the lead
without spreading the soft coils.  Continue a tight
thread base to the bend of the hook stopping just
above the bend.  Coat the lead and thread with a
thin coat of head cement to keep the lead from
oxydizing.
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Kim’s Surfworm
continued from previous page

Select a full hot orange marabou blood feather at
least ¾ the length of the 6X hook.  Attach the
blunt end just behind the lead wraps and wrap the
thread to the hook bend.  Attach a 4 inch strip of
Root Beer Pearl Krystal Flash Chenille.  Use me-
dium for the size 4 and smaller and large for the
size 2 hooks.  Advance the thread to the front of
the lead wraps and then follow with wraps of the
chenille.  I like a clean thread head on woolly
worms and this type pattern.  The trick is to wrap
the chenille to the desired body length and then
unwrap ¼ inches. Cut the chenille and pick out the
flash and fiber from that last ¼ inch leaving just a
clean thead.  Keep the chenille tight while wrap-
ping thread over the clean bare thread.  You will
avoid having that ugly lump on the side of your
thread head if you take the time to clean off that
last quarter inch.  Now you need to decide if you
want to add two mono weed guards.

Weed guards are necessary in Mission Bay and
many parts of SD Bay because of the eel grass.
Cut two one-inch lengths of 20 pound mono.  Take
flat nosed plyers and flatten about 1/8 inch at
one end and bend it in an L shape.  Before building
up the thread head, attach two weed guards at
the bottom of the hook in front of the chenille.
Make a few tight wraps and adjust the positions
so that they are turned out at about a 30 degree

angle.  Add a small drop of Super Glue and then
continue to make a nice tapered thread head.  The
rear of the taper should be at least the size of the
hook eye and taper to the front, just covering the
gap in the wire loop of the eye.  Add super glue to
the head or several coats of head cement.  The fly
will be dredged through the sand and mud.  A good
coat of head cement is necessary for durability in
the surf.

This pattern is a great one for just about any of
our �friends� who roam the Southern California
shoreline.  It has taken halibut, corbina, yellowfin
croaker, perch, mackerel, sand bass, calico bass,
skates, and leopard sharks.  It can be fished by
stripping it in fast, working it slowly across flats,
or by dead-drifting it in the current. I fish at
least two to three of these flies at one time on my
leader, especially when water visibility is less than
good - this gives the fish a chance to hit the sec-
ond or last one if they only get a flash from the
first fly as it goes by.  The Surfworm can also be
fished ahead (towards the angler) of a clouser
pattern in heavier currents, or with Bullet weights
to get them down in the feeding zone.   Anyone
who has tied a wooly bugger should have no trouble
with this pattern, which is also an easy one for
beginners.
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Join the San Diego Fly Fishers at Lake Murray to cast or improve your skills.
Free instruction is available.  Bring your own equipment or use the club
equipment, available from one of  the instructors.

DIRECTIONS--
Take Interstate 8 to Lake Murray Boulevard.  Go north on Lake Murray Bou-
levard  to Kiowa Drive.  Turn left and look for people casting just as you
enter the park.  That�s our bunch.




